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Abstract. How can one rigorously specify that a given ML functional
f : (int → int) → int is pure, i.e., f produces no computational ef-
fects except those produced by evaluation of its functional argument? In
this paper, we introduce a semantic notion of monadic parametricity for
second-order functionals which is a form of purity. We show that every
monadically parametric f admits a question-answer strategy tree repre-
sentation. We discuss possible applications of this notion, e.g., to the
verification of generic fixpoint algorithms. The results are presented in
two settings: a total set-theoretic setting and a partial domain-theoretic
one. All proofs are formalized by means of the proof assistant Coq.

1 Introduction

The problem under consideration is: how do we rigorously specify that a given
ML functional f : (int → int) → int is pure, i.e., f only produces computa-
tional effects (changes store, raises an exceptions, produces output, consumes
input, etc.) through calls of its functional argument? Second-order functionals
of this type may appear as inputs in various third-order algorithms, such as
generic fixpoint solvers [4, 5] and algorithms for exact integration [15, 20]. The
algorithms often apply a presumably pure input f to an effectful argument in
order to observe the intentional behaviour of f , and to control the computation
process.

In a previous paper [8] we addressed the question with regard to function-
als that were polymorphic in the state monad and had the type ∀S.(A →
StateSB)→ StateSC. The motivation there was rigorous verification of a generic
fixpoint algorithm RLD [7] that used state. As it turns out [8], we could not use
the standard notion of relational parametricity [17,18] because it is too weak to
exclude the snapback functional fsnap : ∀S.(A → StateSB) → StateSB, defined
by

fsnap S k s = let (b, ) = k a0 s in (b, s) .

The functional invokes its argument k to compute a result b but then discards the
new state and restores the initial one instead. We can show that every functional
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which is pure in the sense of [8] is represented by a question-answer strategy tree
that computes the result by calling its function argument and letting through
any effects generated by the calls. The functional fsnap is not pure in that sense.

The strategy tree reflects only the “skeleton” of a computation and is not
specific to the kind of effects that may be raised. Obviously, we should look for
a more general representation theorem that applies to other kinds of effectful
computations. Indeed, in this paper we remove the limitation of [8] to state
and prove a corresponding theorem for the class of second-order functionals
polymorphic with respect to monads from an arbitrary fixed collection Monad ,
i.e., those of type

Func =
∏

T∈Monad

(A→ TB)→ TC ,

so long as continuation monads ContR are included, for all R. We may think of
Monad as the class of monads present in a programming language. Every monad
can be expressed in terms of continuation and state [6], but we do not use this
fact and do not require State ∈ Monad . Thus our representation result and that
of Filinski [6] are different and do not imply each other directly. An interesting
corollary is that a functional F which is pure for the state monads in the sense
of [8] has an equivalent implementation which makes no use of state, and is
moreover polymorphic in all monads from the given collection Monad . Such an
implementation is defined by a strategy tree for F .

One possible application of the representation result is formal verification of
the above mentioned algorithms. For example, when trying to prove correctness
of the local fixpoint solver RLD we assumed without loss of generality that the
input constraint system is given in the form of strategy trees. That allowed us
to formulate sufficient pre- and post-conditions for the algorithm and complete
the proof by induction. The fundamental lemma then allows us to argue that
the functional input is indeed pure if it can be defined in some restricted pro-
gramming language (with recursion) which is often the case in real-life program
analysis.

The outline of the paper is as follows. After a preliminary Section 2, we define
purity in Section 3 as a semantical notion of monadic parametricity. We also for-
mulate a fundamental lemma for the call-by-value lambda calculus with monadic
semantics. In section 4, we define a notion of a strategy tree and show they rep-
resent pure functionals of type Func in the total setting. Section 5 provides a
similar result in the partial setting. In section 6, we discuss generalizations of
purity to other types. In section 7, we discuss some application of purity.

All the proofs have been formalized by means of Coq theorem prover [21]
and are available for download at [11]. We used the development of constructive
ω-cpos and inverse-limit construction for solution of recursive domain equations
by Benton et al. [3]. Our contribution takes around 1500 lines of Coq code.
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2 Preliminaries

We study purity in both the total and the partial setting. For the former we
interprets types as sets and the latter as continuous posets (cpos), and thus use
the notations a : X and a ∈ X interchangeably. We write X × Y and X → Y
for Cartesian product and exponential, respectively. We denote pairs by (x, y),
and projections by fst and snd . We use λ, ◦ and juxtaposition for function
abstraction, composition and applications, correspondingly. For a family of sets
or cpos (Xi)i∈I we write

∏
i∈I Xi for its Cartesian product.

Definition 1. A monad is a triple (T, valT , bindT ) where T is the monad con-
structor assigning to a type X the type TX of computations over X , and

valAT : A→ TA

bindA,B
T : TA→ (A→ TB)→ TB

are the monadic operators, satisfying for all a, f , g and t of suitable types

bindA,B
T (valAT a)(f) = f a

bindA,A
T (t)(valAT ) = t

bindB,C
T (bindA,B

T (t)(f))(g) = bindA,C
T (t)(λx. bindB,C

T (f x)(g)) .

For the partial case, we require that TX is a pointed cpo (cppo) and that T is
strict,

bindA,B
T ⊥TA f = ⊥TB .

We omit the indices A,B,C when they can be deduced from the context.

The continuation monad ContR with result type R is defined by ContRX =
(X → R)→ R and

valContR x = λc.c x
bindContR t f = λc.t(λx.f x c) .

The state monad StateS with the type of states S is defined by StateSX = S →
X × S and

valStateS
x = λs.(x, s)

bindStateS t f = λs.let (x1, s1)← t s in fx1s1 .

In the following, we assume that A,B,C,Ai, Bi are sets or cpos, as appropriate.
Let Monad be a fixed collection of monads such that ContR ∈ Monad , for all R,
and denote

Func =
∏

T∈Monad

(A→ TB)→ TC .

3 Purity

To define purity in our sense we first introduce several notions and notations.
We then provide a relational interpretation of types and terms of call-by-value λ-
calculus with monadic semantics, and establish a fundamental lemma of logical
relations stating that every well-typed program respects any monadic relation,
similar to [8].
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Definition 2. If X,X ′ are types then Rel(X,X ′) denotes the type of binary
relations between X and X ′. Furthermore:

– if X is a type then ΔX ∈ Rel(X,X) denotes the equality on X ;
– if R ∈ Rel(X,X ′) and S ∈ Rel(Y, Y ′) then R → S ∈ Rel(X → Y,X ′ → Y ′)

is given by

f (R→ S) f ′ iff ∀xx′. xRx′ =⇒ (f x)S (f ′ x′) ;

– if R ∈ Rel(X,X ′) and S ∈ Rel(Y, Y ′) then R×S ∈ Rel(X×Y,X ′×Y ′) is
given by

p (R× S) p′ iff fst(p)R fst(p′) ∧ snd(p)S snd(p′) .

Definition 3. For cpos X,X ′ and R ∈ Rel(X,X ′), R is admissible if for any
chains {ci}i∈N, {c′i}i∈N such that ciRc

′
i, for all i, (

⊔
ci)R (

⊔
c′i) holds.

Definition 4. Fix T, T ′ ∈ Monad . For every X,X ′ and Q ∈ Rel(X,X ′) fix
a relation T rel(Q) ∈ Rel(TX, T ′X ′). We say that the mapping (X,X ′, Q) 
→
T rel(Q) is an acceptable monadic relation if

– for all X,X ′, Q ∈ Rel(X,X ′), x ∈ X , x′ ∈ X ′,

xQx′ =⇒ (valT x)T rel(Q) (valT ′ x′) ;

– for all X,X ′, Q ∈ Rel(X,X ′), Y, Y ′, R ∈ Rel(Y, Y ′), t ∈ TX , t′ ∈ T ′X ′,
f : X → TY , f ′ : X ′ → T ′Y ′,

t T rel(Q) t′ ∧ f(Q→ T rel(R))f ′ =⇒ (bindT t f)T rel(R) (bindT ′ t′ f ′) .

In the domain-theoretic setting, we additionally assume that the monadic rela-
tion T rel is

– admissible, i.e., T rel(Q) is admissible for every admissible Q ∈ Rel(X,X ′),
– strict, i.e., (⊥TX ,⊥T ′X′) ∈ T rel(Q).

Definition 5. A functional F ∈ Func is pure (monadically parametric) for the
collection Monad of monads iff

(FT , FT ′) ∈ (ΔA → T rel(ΔB))→ T rel(ΔC)

holds for all T, T ′ ∈ Monad and acceptable monadic relations T rel for T, T ′.

Define simple types over a set of base types, ranged over by o, by the grammar

τ ::= o | τ1 × τ2 | τ1 → τ2 .

Fix an assignment of a set or a cpo, as the case may be, �o�T for each base type
o and monad T ∈ Monad . We extend �−�T to all types by putting

�τ1 × τ2�T = �τ1�T × �τ2�T , �τ1 → τ2�T = �τ1�T → T �τ2�T .
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Given a set of constants ranged over by c, with corresponding types τc, and
variables ranged over by x, we define the λ-terms by

e ::= x | c | λx.e | e1 e2 | e.1 | e.2 | 〈e1, e2〉 |
let x← e1 in e2 | let rec f(x) = e

with the last rule for recursive definitions in the partial case only. A typing
context Γ is a finite map from variables to types. The typing judgement Γ  e : τ
is defined by the usual rules:

x ∈ dom(Γ )

Γ  x : Γ (x) Γ  c : τc

Γ, x : τ1  e : τ2
Γ  λx.e : τ1 → τ2

Γ  e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ  e2 : τ1

Γ  e1 e2 : τ2

Γ  e1 : τ1 Γ  e2 : τ2

Γ  〈e1, e2〉 : τ1 × τ2
Γ  e : τ1 × τ2
Γ  e.1 : τ1

Γ  e : τ1 × τ2
Γ  e.2 : τ2

Γ  e1 : τ1 Γ, x : τ1  e2 : τ2

Γ  let x← e1 in e2 : τ2

Γ, f : τ1 → τ2, x : τ1  e : τ2
Γ  let rec f(x) = e : τ1 → τ2

The term e : τ is closed if ∅  e : τ .
For each T ∈ Monad and constant c fix an interpretation �c�T ∈ �τc�T . An

environment for a context Γ and T ∈ Monad is a mapping η such that x ∈
dom(Γ ) implies η(x) ∈ �Γ (x)�T . If Γ  e : τ and η is such an environment then
we define �e�T (η) ∈ T �τ�T by the following clauses:

�x�T (η) = valT (η(x))
�c�T (η) = valT (�c�T )
�λx.e�T (η) = valT (λv.�e�T (η[x
→v]))
�e1 e2�T (η) = bindT (�e1�T (η)) (bindT (�e2�T (η)))
�e.i�T (η) = bindT (�e�T (η)) (valT ◦πi), i = 1, 2
�〈e1, e2〉�T (η) = bindT (�e1�T (η))(bindT (�e2�T (η)) ◦ curry(valT ))
�let x← e1 in e2�T (η) = bindT (�e1�T (η))(λv.�e2�T (η[x
→v])))
�let rec f(x) = e�T (η) = valT (fixp(λh.λv.�e�T (η[f 
→h][x
→v])))

where fixp : ∀D.(D → D) → D is the least fixpoint operator for cppos, and
curry is the currying function.

Definition 6. Fix monads T, T ′ ∈ Monad and an acceptable monadic relation
T rel for T, T ′. Given a binary relation �o�rel ∈ Rel(�o�T , �o�T ′ ) for each base type
o, we can associate a relation �τ�relT rel ∈ Rel(�τ�T , �τ�T ′ ) with each type τ by the
following clauses:

�o�relT rel = �o�rel , �τ1 × τ2�relT rel = �τ1�
rel
T rel × �τ2�

rel
T rel ,

�τ1 → τ2�
rel
T rel = �τ1�

rel
T rel → T rel(�τ2�

rel
T rel) .
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The following parametricity theorem is immediate from the definition of accept-
able monadic relation and the previous one.

Theorem 7. Fix T, T ′ ∈ Monad, and an acceptable monadic relation T rel for
T, T ′. Suppose that �c�T �τc�relT rel �c�T ′ holds for all constants c. If ∅  e : τ then

�e�T T rel(�τ�relT rel ) �e�T ′ .

Proof. One proves the following stronger statement by induction on typing
derivations. Given Γ  e : τ and environments η for Γ and T and η′ for Γ
and T ′ then

∀x. η(x) �Γ (x)�relT rel η
′(x) implies �e�T (η)T

rel(�τ�relT rel ) �e�T ′(η′) .

The assertion of the theorem follows. ��
Every well-typed program ∅  e : τ defines a truly polymorphic function of type
∀T.�τ�T by taking a product over Monad . From theorem 7, we obtain

Corollary 8. Every truly polymorphic F ∈ Func implemented in the calculus is
monadically parametric. ��
We remark that we could incorporate Theorem 7 into the definition of Func
after the definition 1, which would provide “higher-kinded type polymorphism”
at that level. The theorem would then turn into a well-definedness assertions
to go with the interpretation of type formers. We find the chosen presentation
more convenient because it allows for a priori impure functionals whose purity
can then be established a posteriori.

4 The Total Case

We first consider the set-theoretic semantics in which all functions are total and
there is no general recursion, but we can use structural recursion on inductively
defined sets.

Let the set of strategy trees Tree be inductively generated by the constructors
Ans : C → Tree and Que : A → (B → Tree) → Tree. Thus, a strategy tree
is either an answer leaf Ans c with an answer value c : C, or a question node
Que a f with a query a : A and a branching (continuation) function f : B → Tree
that returns a tree for every possible answer of type B.

For a given monad T ∈ Monad , every strategy tree defines a functional. The
conversion from trees to functionals is performed by the function tree2funT :
Tree → (A→ TB)→ TC defined by structural recursion as

tree2funT (Ans c) = λk. valT c

tree2funT (Que a f) = λk. bindT (k a)(λb. tree2funT (f b) k).

The functional queries and answers its argument k according to the strategy
tree, and passes through any effects produces by k. The definition is paramet-
ric in the monad T , so we can define the polymorphic version tree2fun t =
ΛT : Monad . tree2funT t whose type is Tree → Func.
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Example 9. For A = B = C = N and the tree t = Que 0 (λx.Ans 42) we have

tree2funT t = tree2funT (Que 0 (λx.Ans 42)) =

= λk. bindT (k 0) (λb. tree2funT (Ans 42) k)

= λk. bindT (k 0) (λb. valT 42).

Thus, the tree t = Que 0 (λx.Ans 42) corresponds to a second-order function
that queries its argument k at 0 and returns 42. Any effect produced by k is
propagated, and no other effects are produced.

The following lemma states that every t ∈ Tree defines a monadically parametric
computation.

Lemma 10. For any t ∈ Tree, tree2fun t is pure.

Proof. By induction on t, see Appendix. ��
It may be a bit surprising that tree2fun has an inverse fun2tree which is defined
with the help of the continuation monad simply as

fun2tree F = FContTree Que Ans.

Let us show that fun2tree and tree2fun are inverses of each other. As is to be
expected, one direction is easier than the other, so we first dispose of the easy
one:

Lemma 11. For any t ∈ Tree, fun2tree(tree2fun t) = t.

Proof. We proceed by structural induction on t. The case t = Ans c is easy:

fun2tree(tree2fun(Ans c)) =

fun2tree(ΛT.λk. valT c) = (λk. valContTree c)QueAns = Ans c.

To check the case t = Que a f , assume the induction hypothesis, for all b ∈ B
fun2tree(tree2fun(f b)) = f b, and compute:

fun2tree(tree2fun(Que a f)) =

= fun2tree(ΛT.λk. bindT (k a)(λb. tree2funT (f b) k))

= (λk. bindContTree (k a)(λb. tree2funContTree(f b) k))QueAns

= (bindContTree(Que a)(λb. tree2funContTree(f b)Que))Ans

= (Que a)(λb. tree2funContTree(f b)QueAns)

= (Que a)(λb. fun2tree(tree2fun(f b)))

= Que a f.

We used the induction hypothesis in the last step. ��
Of course, for the other inverse we have to use purity of functionals:
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Theorem 12. For a pure F ∈ Func and T ∈ Monad,

tree2funT (fun2tree F ) = FT .

We first verify the theorem for the continuation monad.

Lemma 13. Given a pure F ∈ Func, tree2funContS (fun2tree F ) = FContS holds
for all S.

Proof. Given S and functions q : A→ (B → S)→ S and a : C → S, we define
the conversion function convq,a : Tree → S by convq,a = λt. tree2funContS t q a.
We have:

tree2funContS (fun2tree F ) = FContS

⇐⇒ ∀q, a.(FContTree (Que)(Ans), FContS q a) ∈ Gconvq,a

where Gf is a graph of f , i.e., (x, y) ∈ Gf iff y = f x. We prove the last proposition
by constructing an appropriate monadic relation for ContTree and ContS and
utilizing purity of F . Fix some q and a. For X,X ′ and R ∈ Rel(X,X ′), we define
T rel
1 (R) ∈ Rel(ContTreeX,ContSX

′) by

(H,H ′) ∈ T rel
1 (R) iff ∀h, h′.(h, h′) ∈ R→ Gconvq,a

=⇒ (Hh,H ′h′) ∈ Gconvq,a

It is straightforward to show T rel
1 is an acceptable monadic relation. Since F is

pure, (FContTree , FContS ) ∈ (ΔA → T rel
1 (ΔB)) → T rel

1 (ΔC). Thus, it suffices to
check that (Que, q) ∈ ΔA → T rel

1 (ΔB) and (Ans, a) ∈ ΔC → Gconvq,a . The latter
is obvious. For the former, take a1 ∈ A and f : B → Tree, f ′ : B → S such that
(f, f ′) ∈ ΔB → Gconvq,a

. Then

convq,a(Que a1 f) = tree2funContS (Que a1 f) q a

= bindContS(q a1)(λb. tree2funContS (f b) q) a

= (q a1)(λb. tree2funContS (f b) q a)

= (q a1)(λb.convq,a(f b))

= q a1 f
′

and the former holds. ��
Now by the lemma tree2funContTC

(FContTree QueAns) = FContTC
. Let

ϕ1 = bindB,C
T : TB → ContTCB,

ϕ2 = λg.g (valCT ) : ContTCC → TC

and define ΦT : ((A→ ContTCB)→ ContTCC)→ (A→ TB)→ TC as

ΦTF = λh.ϕ2(F (ϕ1 ◦ h)) = λh.F (bindB,C
T ◦h)(valCT ) .

Lemma 14. For any pure F ∈ Func and with ΦT as above, ΦT (FContTC
) = FT .
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Proof. The idea is to construct a suitable acceptable monadic relation and exploit
the purity of F . For X,X ′, R ∈ Rel(X,X ′), we define T rel

2 (R) as an element of
Rel(ContTCX,TX

′) by letting (H,H ′) ∈ T rel
2 (R) iff

∀h, h′.(h, h′) ∈ R→ ΔTC =⇒ (Hh)ΔTC (bindT H
′ h′) .

It is straightforward to show that T rel
2 is an acceptable monadic relation, so we

omit the proof. Since F is pure, we have (FContTC
, FT ) ∈ (ΔA → T rel

2 (ΔB)) →
T rel
2 (ΔC). Note that for any g : A→ TB,

ΦT (FContTC ) g = FContTC (bind
B,C
T ◦g)(valCT ) and

FT g = bindC,C
T (FT g)(val

C
T ) .

First, we show that (bindB,C
T ◦g, g) ∈ ΔA → T rel

2 (ΔB). Indeed, for any a ∈
A and h, h′ such that (h, h′) ∈ ΔB → ΔTC (and thus, h = h′) we have

(bindB,C
T ◦g) a h = bindB,C

T (g a)h′. Therefore, we conclude

(FContTC
(bindB,C

T ◦g), bindC,C
T (FT g)) ∈ T rel

2 (ΔC) .

Since (valCT , val
C
T ) ∈ ΔC → ΔTC , the lemma is proved. ��

Proof (of Theorem 12). With the help of lemmas we see that

FT = ΦT (FContTC
) (by lemma 14)

= ΦT (tree2funContTC
(fun2tree F )) (by lemma 13)

= tree2funT (fun2tree F ) (by lemmas 10, 14)

and the other inverse is established. ��
We link the present result with that of [8]:

Corollary 15. Any functional

F : ∀S.(A→ StateSB)→ StateSC

which is pure in the sense of [8] may be implemented generically without using
state, i.e., there exists a monadically parametric functional G ∈ Func such that
FS = GStateS for all S.

Proof. Take G = tree2fun tF where tF is the tree representation of F .

5 The Partial Case

In this section, we generalize the characterisation of monadically parametric
second-order functionals for the partial case in the domain-theoretic setting. In
what follows, we will use the term acceptable monadic relation to refer to ac-
ceptable monadic relations which are strict and admissible as formulated in
Definition 4.
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5.1 Domain of Strategy Trees

We construct a cppo of “strategy trees” as a solution of a recursive domain
equation X � F(X) with a locally continuous functor F : C → C for a suitable
category C of domains.

Let ηX : X → X⊥ and kleisliX : (X → X⊥)→ (X⊥ → X⊥) be defined by

ηX x = x kleisliX f x =

{
⊥ if x = ⊥
f x otherwise .

Define the lift monad T⊥ over Cpo (category of cpos with continuous functions)
by

T⊥X = X⊥, valXT⊥ = ηX , bindX,Y
T⊥ t f = kleisliX f t .

Let F(X) = C + B × (A → X⊥) be such a functor for the Kleisli category for
T⊥ over Cpo. Let Tree be a cpo such that Tree � F(Tree), together with two
(continuous) isomorphism functions

fold : C +B × (A→ Tree⊥)→ Tree⊥ and
unfold : Tree → (C +B × (A→ Tree⊥))⊥ ,

i.e., kleisli(fold) ◦ unfold = ηTree and kleisli(unfold) ◦ fold = ηF(Tree) hold. For all
isomorphisms in the Kleisli category for T⊥, say, f : X → Y⊥ and g : Y → X⊥
that kleisli(f)◦g = η and kleisli(g)◦f = η, f and g are total functions. Therefore,
we can define total

roll : C +B × (A→ Tree⊥)→ Tree and
unroll : Tree → C +B × (A→ Tree⊥)

using their “partial” counterparts fold and unfold. Moreover, the minimal invari-
ance property takes place

fixp δ = η

for δ : (Tree → Tree⊥) → (Tree → Tree⊥) defined by δ e = fold ◦F (e) ◦ unfold.
For details on a Coq development of the reverse-limit construction and a formal
proof of the minimal invariance, refer to [3].

It is well known that the morphism fold forms an initial F -algebra in the
Kleisli category, i.e., for any other F -algebra ϕ : F (D) → D there exists the
unique homomorphism h : Tree → D⊥ such that the ϕ ◦ F (h) = h ◦ fold.
Definition 16. We call elements of Tree⊥ strategy trees. Define continuous “con-
structor” functions Ans : C → Tree⊥ and Que : A → (B → Tree⊥) → Tree⊥
by

Ans = fold ◦ inl and Que = fold ◦ inr .

As in the total case, a strategy tree can be extracted by means of the continuation
monad ContTree⊥ . We define the extracting function fun2tree : Func → Tree⊥
by

fun2tree F = FContTree⊥QueAns .
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The definition is correct since ContTree⊥ is a strict monad. The function fun2tree
is strict and continuous.

The reverse translation mapping Tree⊥ into FuncT is defined by means of
the fixpoint operator fixp : ∀D.(D → D) → D for cppos as follows. Given
T ∈ Monad , we construct

tree2funT : Tree⊥ → FuncT = fixpGT

where

GT : (Tree⊥ → FuncT )→ Tree⊥ → FuncT = λf. kleisli([φT , ψ
f
T ] ◦ unroll)

φT : C → FuncT = λc.λh. valT c

ψf
T : A× (B → Tree⊥)→ FuncT = λp.λh. bindT (h(π1 p))(λb.(f ◦ π2 p) b h) .

For every pointed T ∈ Monad , tree2funT is correctly defined (since FuncT is
pointed) and is continuous and strict. The parametric version is defined by
tree2fun t = ΛT. tree2funT t. The following result is proved in Appendix.

Lemma 17. For any t ∈ Tree⊥, tree2fun t is pure. ��

5.2 Representation Theorem

Lemma 18. For any t ∈ Tree⊥, fun2tree(tree2fun t) = t.

Proof. We note that fun2tree ◦ tree2fun is a homomorphism for Tree. Thus, the
statement follows from initiality of fold. We give a direct formal proof using the
minimal invariance property. ��
Proofs of the following results are similar to the proofs in the total case.

Theorem 19. For a pure F ∈ Func,

tree2funT (fun2tree F ) = FT

holds (extensionally) for any T ∈ Monad.

We first prove that the statement holds for an arbitrary continuation monad
with a pointed result domain. See Appendix for the proof.

Lemma 20. Given pure F , tree2funContS (fun2tree F ) = FContS holds for any
cppo S. ��
As in the total case, for T ∈ Monad we define

ΦT : ((A→ ContTCB)→ ContTCC)→ (A→ TB)→ TC

and prove

Lemma 21. For a pure F ∈ Func and T ∈ Monad, ΦT (FContTC
) = FT .

Proof. The proof repeats the one of lemma 14. We only have to check that T rel
2

defined as in lemma 14 is a strict, admissible and acceptable monadic relation,
which does hold. ��
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6 Generalizations

In this section, we argue that it is possible to extend the notion of purity to
an arbitrary second-order type. Consider a general type n-Func of second-order
functionals with n functional arguments

n-Func = ∀T.(A1 → TB1)→ · · · → (An → TBn)→ TC .

Definition 22. A functional F ∈ n-Func is pure (monadically parametric) iff

(FT , FT ′) ∈ (ΔA1 → T rel(ΔB1 ))→ · · · → (ΔAn → T rel(ΔBn))→ T rel(ΔC)

holds for all T, T ′ ∈ Monad and acceptable monadic relations T rel for T, T ′.

By theorem 7, any well-typed program of type n-Func is pure in this sense.

Definition 23. The set of strategy trees n-Tree is a minimal set generated by
constructors

– Ans : C → n-Tree
– Quei : Ai → (Bi → n-Tree)→ n-Tree, i = 1, . . . , n

Similar to the case of one functional argument, one defines functions

tree2fun : n-Tree → n-Func and fun2tree : n-Func→ n-Tree .

Now, the result of Theorem 12 can be generalized for n-Func.

Theorem 24. Given a pure F ∈ n-Func, tree2funT (fun2tree F ) = FT holds
(extensionally) for any T ∈ Monad. ��

The formal Coq proof of the theorem is provided in the total setting and uses
dependent types.

Characterization for the type n-Func with a parameter type D (equivalently,
with finitely many parameter types D1, . . . , Dk)

n-FuncD = ∀T.D→ (A1 → TB1)→ · · · → (An → TBn)→ TC

is similar, with parameterized strategies of type

n-TreeD = D → n-Tree .

For types of order higher than two it is not that clear yet what corresponding
strategies should be let alone how one could characterise their existence by para-
metricity. It could be, however, that strategies in the sense of game semantics,
like in [1, 2, 9], are the right generalization. The another possible approach is in
using of Kripke relations of varying arity as in [10]. This might be an interesting
question for further investigation.
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let rec solve (n:int) x s : Maybe S =
match n with
| 0 → None
| →

if is stable x s then
Some s

else
let s0 = add stable x s in
do p ← F (eval (n−1) x) s0;
let (d, s1) = p in
let cur = getval s1 x in
if d � cur then
Some s1

else
let s2 = setval x (cur � d) s1 in
let (w, s3) = extract work s2 in
solve all (n−1) w s3

and solve all (n:int) w s : Maybe S =
match n with
| 0 → None
| →
match w with
| [] → Some s
| x :: xs →
(solve (n−1) x s) >>=
solve all (n−1) xs

and eval n x y : StateTS Maybe D =
match n with
| 0 → fun s → None
| → fun s →

let s0 = add infl y x s in
do s1 ← solve (n−1) y s0;
Some (getval s1 y, s1)

Fig. 1. The pure functional implementation of totalized RLD

7 Applications

Modulus of Continuity. Recall that a functional F : B→ N defined on the Baire
space B = N → N is continuous at f ∈ B if F f depends only on finitely many
elements of f . A modulus for F at f is a number n such that F f depends
only on the first n terms of f . Suppose F is pure functional, i.e., it is given by
means of a monadically parametric function F :

∏
T .(N → TN) → TN such

that F = F Id , where Id is the identity monad. Then we can effectively extract
a modulus for F at f by means of the functional

Mod F f = max (snd (F Statelist N
(instr f) [ ]))

where instr f : N → StatelistN = λa.λl.(f a, l++[a]) instruments f by means of
recording of a list of visited indices. That Mod computes what it is supposed to
is shown by the following proposition.

Proposition 25. Let F : B → N be pure, f : B and m = ModF f . Then for
every g : B if f i = g i holds for all i ≤ m, then F f = F g. ��
Proof (sketch). Given lf = snd (F Statelist N

(instr f) [ ]), one can use lf to traverse
the strategy tree for F using values from lf as corresponding answers at Que-
nodes. We show that by so using lf one reaches a leaf Ansn with n = F f . By
assumption, for all the questions queried when traversing with lf , f and g must
deliver identical answers. We conclude, lf = lg, and hence F f = F g. ��

Verified Fixpoint Algorithms. The provided characterization of pure function-
als of type Func can be used for verification of generic off-the-shelf fixpoint
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algorithms which are used to compute a (local) solution of a constraint system
x � Fx, x ∈ V , defined over a bounded join-semilattice D of abstract values
and a set of variables V . The local solver RLD, which relies on self-observation,
applies F to a special stateful function to discover variable dependencies and
perform demand-driven evaluations [7]. In order to reason about the algorithm
formally, we implement RLD in purely functional manner and model side-effects
by means of the state monad. Thus, the pure right-hand side F is assumed to
be of type

F : ∀S.V → (V → StateSD)→ StateSD .

Assuming that all right-hand sides F are pure and hence representable by strat-
egy trees, one can formulate sufficient pre- and post-conditions to verify partial
correctness of the algorithm.

Notice that RLD may diverge since we pose no extra restrictions on D (e.g.,
ascending chain condition) in general. However, we can define a totalized version
of RLD by passing an extra natural parameter to every main function of the
algorithm which limits a maximum depth of recursion. Once the limit is reached,
the solver terminates with None. Figure 1 gives a pure functional implementation
of the totalized version of RLD. Since F is pure, by Corollary 15, a corresponding
strategy tree provides a monadically parametric implementation, which can be
used as

F : V → (V → StateTS Maybe D)→ StateTS Maybe D

where Maybe is an option monad, StateT is a state monad transformer, and S is
a state structure managed by the solver. The total version can be implemented
and proven correct in Coq with the certified code extracted in ML.

The characterization of 2-Func can be applied to verification of local fixpoint
algorithms for side-effecting constraint systems [19] used for interprocedural anal-
ysis and analysis of multithreaded code. The main idea here is that in each
constraint x � Fx the right-hand side Fx is a pure function representable by a
strategy tree with two kind of question nodes: QueR for which values of variables
are queried using a stateful function get and QueW which, when accessed, up-
date current values of some variables by means of a stateful function set. Thus,
the strategy tree specifies a sequence of reading and writing accesses to some
constraint variables. One version of such a solver although not verified presently
is implemented in the program analyzer Goblint [23].

8 Conclusion

We have provided two equivalent characterisations of pure second-order function-
als in the presence of nontermination; an extensional one based on preservation
of relations and an intensional one based on strategy trees. All verifications have
been formalized in Coq.

Our results can be applied to the verification of algorithms that take pure
second-order functionals as input. Among these are generic fixpoint algorithms
and algorithms for exact real arithmetic. It is generally easier to verify the cor-
rectness of such an algorithm assuming the intensional characterisation of purity
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for its input. On the other hand, for a concretely given input, e.g. in the form
of a program in some restricted language it will be easier to establish the exten-
sional characterisation. The techniques developed in this paper were extended to
impure higher-order functions enabling modular reasoning about monadic mixin
components [13].

We note that a closely related characterisation albeit in a rather different
guise has already been given in O’Hearn and Reynolds landmark paper [16].
Our strategy trees appear there as an intensional characterisation of first-order
Algol procedures which due to the call-by-name policy are in fact second-order
functionals. New aspects of the present work are in particular the monadic for-
mulation, the generalisation of the extensional characterisation to monads other
than the state monad, and the complete formalisation in Coq.

Interestingly, our acceptable monadic relations in the total case (Definition 4),
also appear in [22] where they are used to derive free theorems in the sense of
Wadler [24] for Haskell programs in monadic style. However, the application to
the characterisation of pure second-order functionals and the subsequent char-
acterisation with strategy trees do not appear in loc.cit. It is, however, fair to
say that the method of [22], being essentially the same as ours, could be used to
derive our main result (Representation Theorems), assuming that one adapts it
to the partial case which was left open in loc.cit.

As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, a proof of our results can be given
using Katsumata’s ��-lifting construction [12] if one considers stategy trees as
free monads. This approach would require Tree ∈ Monad for all possible result
sets C. However, from the practical point of view, we would prefer that F is
defined for continuation monads rather than for syntactical monads Tree.

A natural question, albeit of mostly academic interest, is the extension of
this work to higher than second order. Given that the strategy trees resemble
winning strategies in game semantics it would seem natural to attempt to find
extensional characterisations of the existence of a winning strategy. Care would
have to be taken so as to sidestep the undecidability of lambda definability [14],
thus the extensional property would have to be undecidable even if basic types
receive a finite interpretation.
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